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A Letter of Instructions to My Family 

____________________________________ 
Name 

Advisory Services offered through Investment Advisors, A Divison of Pro-Equities, Inc. A Registered 
Investment Advisor.  Securities offered through ProEquities, Inc., a Registered Broker-Dealer, Member, 
FINRA and SIPC.

Security Financial Management is independent of ProEquities, Inc.
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	Name: 
	1 have signed documents that will permit any of my bodily parts: 
	I have not signed such documents as of yet but I would Like my family: 
	1 do not wish to be involved in organ donation: 
	I do want to be cremated: 
	1 do not want to be cremated: 
	It does not matter to me: 
	C About my bodyashes check one and complete: 
	I want my bodyashes to be interred at: 
	undefined: 
	I want my ashes scattered over: 
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	D About a memoriaVfuneral serviceMass check and complete all appUcable: 
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	memorialfuneral service: 
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	1 have already made and paid for arrangements to be held at: 
	undefined_5: 
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	1 have a cemetery lotmausoleum space at: 
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	undefined_8: 
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	a My fathers name iswas: 
	in: 
	And is livingdied on: 
	in_2: 
	b My mothers maid en name iswas: 
	in_3: 
	And is livingdied on_2: 
	in_4: 
	c My spouses name iswas: 
	Heshe was born on: 
	in_5: 
	And is livingdied on_3: 
	in_6: 
	in_7: 
	have been part of my life and might be mentioned in an obituary: 
	1: 
	2: 
	undefined_9: 
	I would like memorial gifts to be made to: 
	undefined_11: 
	andor: 
	or for these purposes or funds: 
	undefined_12: 
	I want the decision of my: 
	or if heshe is not living my: 
	In my safe deposit box in the: 
	of: 
	In: 
	are located in 1: 
	are located in 2: 
	See written memorandum located: 
	I want: 
	them to rely principally on the advice of list 1st and 2nd choices in order: 
	My lawyer: 
	undefined_13: 
	My accountant: 
	undefined_14: 
	My financial advisor: 
	undefined_15: 
	Other: 
	1 My life insurance policies are located in: 
	undefined_16: 
	And the agent to contact is 1: 
	And the agent to contact is 2: 
	2 My auto insurance policies are located in: 
	undefined_17: 
	and the agent to contact is: 
	undefined_18: 
	3 My property insurance policies are located in: 
	undefined_19: 
	and the agent to contact is_2: 
	undefined_20: 
	B Copies of my income tax returns are located in: 
	and they have been prepared by: 
	1_2: 
	2_2: 
	Certificates a re located in: 
	i: 
	atwith: 
	ii: 
	atwith_2: 
	iii atwith: 
	iv atwith: 
	I have mutual funds with the following funds or families of funds 1: 
	I have mutual funds with the following funds or families of funds 2: 
	I have mutual funds with the following funds or families of funds 3: 
	undefined_21: 
	I hold US Savings bonds located in: 
	undefined_22: 
	I have a boxboxes at: 
	in the names of: 
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	E About my banking complete all applicable: 
	I have a checking accounts at: 
	undefined_23: 
	undefined_24: 
	I have savings accountsCDs at: 
	undefined_25: 
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	atwith_4: 
	atwith_5: 
	atwith_6: 
	I have kept a list of beneficiaries It is located in: 
	andor is attached to this document: 
	I owe nothing but current bills: 
	for the mortgage on myour residence: 
	I have the following other obligations: 
	2_3: 
	H About my financial records: 
	They are located in the following places 1: 
	They are located in the following places 2: 
	undefined_26: 
	undefined_27: 
	They are on my computer accessible by: 
	MrMs: 
	at: 
	1 The following directions will help provide access to my computer: 
	passwords 1: 
	passwords 2: 
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	I would like to say this to my family and friends 1: 
	I would like to say this to my family and friends 2: 
	I would like to say this to my family and friends 3: 
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	Signature3_es_:signer:signature: 
	date father was born: 
	date mother was born: 
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